
Head's Address to the Graduates of 2017-2018 
At the top of my address I said I take this duty seriously. In preparation I looked back on my past orations 

to the graduates. They all share a similar tenor in that they tend to be bleak. Last year, I opined on 

Robert Frost’s poem, The Road Not Taken, and instead of celebrating our graduates as well equipped to 

take that less travelled road, I explained that for them the easy path is closed. Like some metaphorical 

traffic report, I rerouted the graduates into a life of difficulty, extolling, “graduates, for you, there is no 

easy road.” I was wrong to be so negative. There is, in fact, no difficult path nor easy path, there are not 

“two roads diverging in a yellow wood”, there is just your own path. And that road is as easy or as 

difficult as you choose to make it. 

What changed this year? What has caused my bleak prognosis from the past few years to turn, if not to 

complete sunshine, at least to the possibility of a pleasant walk through a sun dappled forest? Was it the 

political climate? What about world economics, or housing prices or the stock market? No. It wasn’t 

world events. It wasn’t even what we have been doing in school this year. It is what we have been doing 

in school for many years now. 



Graduates, what changed my view is meeting your predecessors, our York School Alumni. Over the past 

few years, I have met many - those whom I had the pleasure to teach and those whom I have, 

unfortunately, only known in passing. Our alumni are OK. In fact, they are happy, and pretty awesome, 

and connected, and enjoying life. They are not worried about “the road not taken”. They are not even 

bothered much by the road they are on. They are simply confident in their ability to move forward and 

make a success of the journey. York School Graduates have me feeling positive, not just about their 

future, but about “The Future” because they are in it. On reflection... this is because they share an 

attribute. And that attribute is not selfishness or conceitedness or entitlement or God help us all, 

arrogance. 

For years I have been trying to define the central attribute we hoped might be the signature of a York 

School Graduate. I see it in our alumni, and I see it in you today. It is one of the finest things I can say 

about a person. 

But I must digress in order to explain. You may have heard the expression, be the hero of your own story. 

It sounds like great advice, be the hero of your own story. I don’t actually recommend it. People who are 

heros of their own story tend to be self centred. It is always about the hero. If someone held this outlook 

as a York School Graduate they would say, of course I went to the best school and got the best 

education, I deserve it - I’m the hero remember - it’s really all about me. 

No, our graduates are not the heroes of their story. There are many more possible roles that people play 

in their own lives. Surprisingly popular is the victim of their own story. These people are easily identified 

because things are always out of their control. It’s not their fault. The world happens to them. They are 

the martyrs of time and place and circumstance. They may be passive or active but in the end they are 

blocked by some form of fate that is personal and constant. These people would say of a York School 

education that it wasn’t their fault, I didn’t mean to get a great education. Perhaps even, “my parents 

made me go”. 

The most common and perhaps saddest of all, are those who sit as audience to their own life. Life is 

happening, they are there, it’s all around them, they are just not participating in a meaningful way. The 

individuals in this group will at some point in their life confide to another, “I never really felt like my life 

had started. I was always waiting for something to happen.” Those who are audience to their own life 

would say that they were at The York School - they attended. 

Graduates of The York School are rarely heros of their own story, neither are they victims, or audience to 

their own lives. York School Graduates have been inculcated with confidence and life skills that surpass 

the content of their courses to become core to their very being. They know how to work hard, play even 



harder, balance life and know it is not always going to be in balance. They know how to have friends, 

how to be friends and know that everything of value is earned and all things earned can be lost. York 

School Graduates are the authors of their own story. They will say about their education, it is a tool I now 

own, and I am responsible for how I wield it and what I create with it. It is me and I am it. 

Graduates, as author to your own story you have the ability to live dramatically or pastorally. It’s your life, 

own it, create it, be responsible for it. Should you get stuck, don’t blame cruel fate or pine away at the 

sadness of the human condition. Realize, you got yourself stuck and in short order use the tools you have 

to get yourself unstuck. It sounds easy, but it takes someone who wants to be responsible for their life, 

for their choices, for the directions they choose, for who they are and who they will become. An author 

does not shy away from conflict; what kind of story would that be? Resolution is the desired end; conflict 

is part of life. While it may sound simple, it is only by embracing your own life as the author of it that you 

will actually live it.   

You are unique, original. You are York School Graduates and you share a wonderful attribute. You are … 

authentic. 

- Conor Jones, Head of School 


